The macroscopic governing equations controlling the coupled electromagnetics and acoustics of porous media are numerically solved for the case of a layered poro-elastic medium. It is shown that these coupled equations decouple into two equation sets describing two uncoupled wavefield pictures. That is, the P SVTM picture where the compressional and vertical polarized mechanical waves drive currents in the P SV particle motion plane that couples to the electromagnetic wavefield components of the T M mode. And the SHTE picture where the horizontal polarized rotational mechanical waves drive currents in the SH particle motion plane that couples to the electromagnetic wavefield components of the T E mode. The global matrix method is employed in computing electroseismograms in layered poro-elastic media in the P SVTM picture.
INTRODUCTION
When seismic waves propagate through a fluid saturated sedimentary material, the motion of the pore fluid to the solid matrix causes relative flow. The driving force for the relative flow is a combination of pressure gradients set up by the peaks and throughs of a compressional wave and by grain accelerations. The relative flow caused by grain accelerations can therefore be both due to compressional and shear waves.
A fluid electrolyte in contact with a solid surface chemically absorbs the anions from the electrolyte to the solid wall leaving behind a net excess of cations distributed near the wall. This region is known as an electric double layer (Bockris and Reddy, 1970) . The diffuse distribution of mobile cations, with a higher concentration cations in the region close to the absorbed layer and more and more diffuse towards the neutral electrolyte, is free to move when the fluid moves.
The seismic wave motion, which generates the relative flow, also induces a "streaming" electrical current due to the cation motion. This induced streaming current acts as a current source in Maxwell's equations. Therefore, when seismic waves travel through fluid-saturated sedimentary materials, current systems are set up in the material inducing nonradiating fields. But when the seismic waves hit a contrast in electrical and/or mechanical properties, the current systems on both sides form a complex dynamic current system across the interface generating electromagnetic waves.
In this paper, the governing macroscopic equations controlling such behavior will be laid out and these equations will be numerically solved for the case of a layered medium. A global matrix method (Chin et al., 1984; Mal, 1988a,b) is employed in computing the synthetic seismograms in the horizontally stratified medium. The global matrix method solves simultaneously the macroscopic electromagnetic and acoustic-elastic wavefields which drive the current and fluid flow, resulting in a mechanical stress/displacement and electromagnetic wavefield component vector as a function of depth. The equations solved are the coupled poro-elastic (modified Biot's equations) and electromagnetic (Maxwell's) equations. Biot's equations are modified with an induced body force on Biot's equation ofrelative flow (where the electromagnetic field induces a mechanical force, an osmosis phenomenon). Amperes law in Maxwell's equations has an external current SOurce (where the relative flow has induced an electrical streaming current, an electrokinetic phenomenon). The coupling is given by the transport equations, these flux/force relations relate the current and the relative flow to potential and pressure gradients. The EM field converted from seismic waves traversing boundaries is associated
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Electroseismic Wave Propagation with a change in the following properties: changes in elastic properties (e.g. porosity, changes in fluid flow permeability, changes in fluid-chemistry that affect the amount of cations free to move in the double layer (e.g., bulk free-ion concentration, pH).
A thick, permeable sand layer example will be presented to show the effect of a mechanical contrast on the mechanical and electromagnetic wavefield components. A fresh water/brine contrast model is used to show the effect of an electrical contrast on the mechanical and electromagnetic wavefield components. Both models are also used in the calculation of converted magnetic and electric field amplitudes versus seismic source-antenna offset at different distances from the interface. Snapshots in time are calculated to follow the conversion evolution of mechanical waves into electromagnetic waves. The rapid decay in amplitude with traveled distance of the converted electromagnetic signal, driven by the seismic source with a seismic center frequency, suggests the Vertical Electroseismic Profiling geometry, where antennas are positioned close to the target of interest. The last two numerical examples are calculations in a VESP geometry.
MACROSCOPIC COUPLED ELECTROMAGNETIC AND PORO-ELASTIC FIELD EQUATIONS
The macroscopic, fully coupled, mechanical, electromagnetic equations and constitutive relations in volume averaged from describing the coupled field behavior in two phase porous medium are (Pride, 1994) :
The electromagnetic field equations,
z=a-(w)E+L(w) [-VP+W 2 ptlls] -iww = L(w)E + k~) [-Vp + W 2 P!lls]
and the mechanical field equations,
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(1)
-P = C\J .~, + lvI\J . w.
(9)
Equations (1)-(4 ) describe the electromagnetic wavefields and equations (7)- (9 ) the mechanical wavefields. All coupling is present in the transport equations (5)-(6 ).
The coefficients in the flux equations relating the equations of mass-here fluid flow and current flow when there are potential and pressure gradients-are the frequency dependent conductivity of the two phase medium, <T(w) , the dynamic permeability, k(w) and the fluid viscosity, 7). The first term in equation (5) is the conduction current contribution, and the second term is the streaming current contribution to the total current. The forces which drive the relative flow are a combination of pressure gradients set up by the peaks and throughs of a compressional wave and by grain acceleration. The relative flow caused by grain acceleration can, therefore, be both due to compressional and shear waves. The fact that the cross terms have the same coupling coefficient L(w) is a statement of Onsager reciprocity. The coefficient equality implicates the action of the electric field on the charge density to be reciprocal to the action of the fluid pressure on the charge, or the mobility of the ion is independent of the charge moving through the fluid or of the fluid moving around the charge.
The frequency dependent coefficients are obtained by Pride (1994) , where they are explicitly obtained by a volume averaging procedure of Maxwell's equations coupled to Biot's equations. Two possible functions that smoothly connect the low and high frequency regimes of the transport coefficients are,
(ll)
The transition frequency Wt separates the low frequency viscous flow behavior from the high frequency inertial flow and is defined as,
The dimensionless number m is defined as, 
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With K f' the relative fluid permittivity, (, the zeta potential, and "' ex" the tortuosity (normally a number between 3 and 10). The" J'q!-" factor in equation (11) determines the viscous skin depth and J :s 3X~'O == Debye length (which is a measure of the electric double layer thickness) and with C the salinity of the pore fluid. The A parameter is the same as defined by Johnson et al. (1987) . An important factor affecting the electrokinetic coefficient is the (-potential. The (-potential employed in the numerical calculations is taken from experimental studies. These (-potential values are based on saturated NaCl, KCI quartz samples at T = 250 c and pH = 7, determined by Gaudin and Fuerstenau (1955) , Sidorova and Fridirkhsberg (1975) , and Hidalgo-Alverez and Pardo (1985) . Regression analysis applied on their combined data sets resulted in the following (-potential as function of electrolyte concentration.
The coefficients in the deformation equations are, where the parameter f::,. is defined as,
The moduli Kfr and G fr are the bulk and shear moduli of the framework of the grains, when fluid is absent. The frame moduli may either be considered experimentally determined, or may be obtained from approximate theoretical models for specific pore grain geometries. C and M are the incompressibilities used by Biot (1962) and Pride et al. (1992) , they are complex and frequency dependent, allowing for losses in addition to those associated with relative flow.
TRANSFORM-DOMAIN ELECTROSEISMIC WAVEFIELD CONSTITUENTS IN AN ISOTROPIC PORO-ELASTIC LAYERED MEDIUM
In this section, the compressional (P f , P s ), rotational (SV, SH) and electromagnetic fields (TM, TE modes) in layered isotropic fully saturated poro-elastic media are investigated. Only mechanical waves are generated by a localized explosive source situated at the interface between two adjacent layers (or sub domains) of the stratified configuration. The seismic wave motion which causes relative flow induces a "streaming" electrical current due to the excess cation motion, in the electric double layer. The induced streaming current acts as a current source in Amperes current law, equations (2 ) and (5). Therefore, when seismic waves travel through fluid saturated porous media, current systems are set up. When compressional waves travel through homogeneous porous material, the pressure gradients set up by the peaks and throughs cause the charge to separate (Figure 1 ). This induces within the seismic pulse a system of electric fields that travel with the compressional wave speed. By symmetry arguments within the seismic pulse (a ricker wavelet in the numerical modeling), there is no net current imbalance and, therefore, the seismic pulse cannot act as an electromagnetic source and radiate electromagnetic waves away from the pulse. When rotational waves travel through homogeneous porous material, the grain accelerations which are equivoluminal set up current sheets, (Figure 2 ). This induces within the seismic pulse a magnetic field system that travels with the rotational mechanical wavespeed. By similar symmetry arguments for the induced current sheets within the seismic pulse, the seismic pulse does not radiate electromagnetic fields.
Compressional and vertical polarized rotational mechanical waves can only generate currents in the P SV particle motion plane in homogeneous isotropic poro-elastic media. This couples to the electromagnetic wavefield components of the T M mode. We will call this from now on the P SVTM coupled electroseismic picture. The horizontal polarized rotational mechanical waves can only generate current in the S H particle motion plane in homogeneous isotropic poro-elastic media. This couples to the electromagnetic wavefield components of the TE mode. We will call this from now on the SHTE coupled electroseismic picture.
But when seismic waves hit a contrast in electrical and/or mechanical properties, the current systems within the seismic pulse on both sides become unbalanced and form a complex dynamic current system across the interface generating electromagnetic waves. These EM fields converted from seismic waves traversing boundaries are associated with a change in the following properties: changes in elastic properties (e.g., porosity), changes in fluid flow permeability, and changes in fluid-chemistry that affect the amount of cations free to move in the double layer (e.g., bulk free-ion concentration, pH).
Transform-Domain Field Description
The following geometry description is used: the domain or layer occupied by the mth layer is denoted by D m , m = 1, ..., ND. Each layer is characterized by its (frequency dependent) elastic, electromagnetic properties, and hydraulic and electrical transport properties. The fundamental input properties, used in the numerical modeling, which determine all wavefield velocities, the electrical conductivity, and the electrokinetic coupling coefficients, are: porosity, dc permeability, bulk modulus of the solid and fluid phase, the frame's bulk and shear modulus, the densities of the solid and fluid phase, the viscosity of the fluid phase, the temperature of the bulk material, the tortuosity, the salinity of the fluid, and the relative permittivities of the solid and fluid phases.
First, the transform-domain field equations, describing the wave behavior in each 13-6
Electroseismic Wave Propagation layer, need to be determined. Next, those field components that are discontinuous across an interface between two media with different poro-elastic and/or electromagnetic properties are eliminated. The resulting differential equations are written in the form of a first-order ordinary matrix differential equation. Since the geometry has azimuthal symmetry, it is natural to use cylindrical coordinates (r, ¢, z) with z being depth. First, the following definitions involving the horizontal components and horizontal derivatives are employed (e.g., Hudson, 1969; Kennett, 1983) HF ["u(r, ¢) 
Note the praperty HF [\71'1&] = _k 2 {P, (Watson, 1966) . The magnitude N in the summation is determined by the azimuthal symmetry of the point source. For spherically symmetric sources there is no azimuthal dependence, then N = O. If the source can be described using an arbitrarily directed force vector, then N :s 1 , while if it can be described using a second order moment tensor, then N :s 2 (Kennett, 1983) .
The first-order linear matrix differential equation satisfied by B}m) is,
B(m)
A ( 
These wavefield vector components are just the ones that are continuous across an interface. The field vector components are arrived at by requiring the continuity of the electromagnetic and poro-elastic Poynting vector in the direction perpendicular to the wavefront upon crossing an interface. This also guarantees a consistent macroscopic theory of energy transfer (Haartsen, 1995, chapter 3) . The necessary boundary conditions are sufficient for uniqueness of the solution of the macroscopic field equations, as far as this uniqueness is based on energy considerations. Since there are four different up and down going traveling wavetypes in each pora-elastic layer (Pfast> Psl ow , SV and T M ) in the P SVTM picture, they impose eight boundary conditions that require continuity of eight wavefield components at both sides of the interface. The SHTE has two up and down traveling wavetypes and, therefore, requires four boundary conditions. The explicit boundary conditions that determine uniquely the displacement-stress-EM field components, (32) and (33) , are discussed in Haartsen (1995, chapter 3) .
For isotropic media, the first-order ordinary differential equations decompose into two sets that describe the PSVTM picture, the compressional Pfast and Psl ow , vertical polarized shear and TM polarized EM wavefield behavior, and the SHTE picture, the horizontal polarized shear and TE polarized EM wavefield behavior. The first picture describes the changes in z of the field quantities
2, 1 .
The second picture describes the changes in z of the field quantities
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The horizontal components are defined as follows,
If a line source parallel with the stratification is considered instead, then a plane wave decomposition is employed. Working in the (x, y, z) Cartesian coordinates, assuming the line source to be parallel with the y axis, and taking a Fourier transform of the equations of motion with respect to x results in exactly the same equations as are obtained when the following identification of the horizontal components in the displacement-stress" EM vectors are lllade: ilt = u x , U2 = fLy, 71 = T XZ1 72 = T YZ1 fiB = H y , fl v = fIx, E H = E y , Ev = Ex. Thus, using this mapping, it follows that the solution of tzB[ = AuBJ applies directly to the line source problem as well. Additionally, the cylindrical wave reflection/transmission coefficients to be obtained are necessarily identical to the plane wave coefficients.
Where A~jSVTM) is a 8 by 8 system matrix, and SjPSVTM) is a 8 by 1 notional source matrix, A~~HTE) is a 4 by 4 system matrix, and SfHTE a 4 by 1 notional source matrix. The system matrix entries depend on frequency and frequency dependent poro" elastic, electric, and magnetic medium properties and on the horizontal slowness p (note k = wp). The first-order linear differential matrix equations describing the PSVTM case in the transform domain becomes now, With the submatrices given by,
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The first order differential matrix equation describing the SHTE case in the transform domain becomes now,
with, B J = U2,T2,H 1 ,E 2 . Where the 6 by 6 submatrix, PSVTM picture, and 2 by 2 submatrix, SHTE picture,
relate the mechanical stress-displacement wavefields with depth.
Where the 2 by 2 submatrix, PSVTM picture, and 2 by 2 submatrix, SHTE picture,
relate the electric and magnetic wavefield components with depth.
Where the 6 by 2 submatrix, PSVTM picture, and 2 by 2 submatrix, SHTE picture,
relate the electric and magnetic wavefield components, converted from the mechanical wavefields, with depth. And where the 2 by 6 submatrix, PSVTM picture, and 2 by 2 submatrix, SHTE picture, A}a;mo,i,;PSVTM) = [ g,13 ] , A}a;mo,i,;SHTE) =~ (44) g,23 relate the mechanical wavefield components, converted from electric and magnetic wavefields, with depth.
The following coefficients have been used in the matrices above.~]
.U(W)
Electroseismic Wave Propagation
Solution Procedure to Obtain Wavefield Constituents
To obtain the wavefields in each layer, the continuity conditions at each boundary are used.
At the source level z = z" where the localized source is situated, BJ jumps by a finite amount. At the source level,
with 5J the source vector. Furthermore, B)l) and B<j"D) must satisfy the radiation conditions,
A linear transformation on each of the ND field matrices B)m) is carried out. Through it, a field-vector-formalism is obtained in which a decomposition of Bjm) into up and downgoing fields is manifest. Let W~m;PSVTM) be the 8 by 1 matrix and W~m;SHTE) (54) (m·±r) where bJ' ,r E PIa,', P,low, 5V, 5H, TM, T E denote the eigenvectors of the system matrices Ai"}. The eigenvectors are derived in Haartsen (1995, chapter 3) .
For later convenience the elements of W~m) are W;m;±) with the convention
W(m;PSVTM) _ [W(m;-) W(m;-) W(m;-) W(m;-) W(m;+) W(m;+)
Substituting equation (52) into equation (29) (58)
For each sub domain D m the system of first-order linear differential equations is now mutually uncoupled. The field matrix W~m\z) of the subdomain D m is coupled to the field matrix W~m+l)(z) of the subdomain Dm+l through the boundary conditions, equation (48) at the interface z = Zm between D m and Dm+l.
while at the source level z = zs,
Since there are N D -1 interfaces, equations (60) and (61) represent 8 x (ND -1), the PSVTM picture, or 4 x (ND -1), the SHTE picture, linear algebraic equations of which the eight or four that follow from equation (61) where r);~((z) are solutions of differential equations (29).
The diagonal elements r(m;±r)(z) of r);~((z) are given by,
The source matrix SI contains a concentrated source and has the form,
( 67) where J(w) is the Fourier transform of the source signature ¢(t) and XI is the 8 by 1 or 4 by 1 vector that depends on the nature of the source. Combining equations (57), (60 )- (62 ) and (67) the following expression for W~m)(z) is arrived at,
The coefficient Wzn) expresses the action of the source as well as the influence of the pora-elastic and electromagnetic properties of each layer. They follow from the boundary conditions at each of the ND-1 interfaces, equations (60) 
The righthand side of equation (69) can be recognized as the superposition of eighth (the P SVTlvI picture), four (the SHTE picture) terms, each corresponding to a transformdomain field component. In the P SVTlvI picture, four are upward and four are downward traveling field constituents in subdomain D m , while in the SHTE picture two upward and two downward field constituents are propagating in the same subdomain.
In accordance with equations (55) and (56) W~m) is written as,
The imposed conditions, equations (50) and (51) on BJ(z) as Izi -+ 00 result in,
This leaves a total of 8 x (ND-1) unknown coefficients wjm;±) (the PSVTlvI picture)
or 4 x (ND-1) unknown coefficients in the SHTE picture, being just equal to the number of linear algebraic equations (60) and (61).
THE GLOBAL MATRIX METHOD
The global matrix method is used to solve simultaneously the unknown W;m;±} coefficients in all layers. The formulation was developed by Chin et al. (1984) . The global matrix formulation has several important features: (1) multiple sources can be treated, the produced wavefields are simply superposed; (2) the up and down going wavefield coefficients are simultaneously solved for in all layers, therefore the wavefield is known to all receivers at all places in the medium for each solution pass; and (3) time stability problems do not occur because only decaying exponents are needed. In contrast, the Thomson-Haskell propagator matrix approach (Schmidt and Tango, 1986) does not have these advantageous features.
Numerical Solutions of the P SVTM and SHTE Problems (74) In the PSVTM picture the eigencolumn matrix, for each subdomain m, of the system
x ma nces.
In the BHTE picture the eigencolumn matrix for each sub domain m, of the system
M(m,SHTE;+} ]
Nr;"~SHTE;+) (75)
The submatrices gcontain the eigenvectors bym;±r), displacementjpowerflow normalized, with ±r E P f , P" BV, T M the up and downgoing wavefield types. The propagator matrix is defined as, see equations (65) and (66),
with the E~~4 matrices defined to be, [ -iwq(m;P j ) .6.z), exp [ -iwq(m;P,} .6 .z], exp[ _iwq(m; SV} .6.z) , P,Q exp[-iwlm;TM) .6.z]) (77) E~~tHTE) = diag (exp[ _iwq(m;SH) .6.z), exp[_iwlm; TE} .6.Z] (60) and applying the linear transformation (69), the interface continuity condition can be written as,
The radiation condition for halfspaces requires the conditions of no incoming waves from Izl ---> 00, implying E(l;-) = 0 and E(ND;+) = O. The interface conditions at z = Zl become At Z = ZN the interface conditions are,
M(ND-1;-) E(ND-1)p(ND-1;-) + lvI(ND-1;+) E(ND-1)-lp(ND-1;+) _ M(ND;-VND;-
Free Surface Conditions
In this analysis the following matrices are used. The 3 x 3 matrix, sg;'!'} which contains the mechanical eigenvector components that relate the mechanical wavefield amplitudes to the normal and shear bulk stresses, and to stresses in the fluid phase. The 2 x 3 matrix, ug;'!'} which contains the mechanical eigenvector components that relate the mechanical wavefield amplitudes to the tangential magnetical and electrical wavefields. The 2 x 2 matrix, V2~) which contains the electromagnetic eigenvector components that relate the EM wavefield amplitudes to the tangential magnetical and electrical wavefields in the porous medium. The 2 x 1 matrix, WJ~;-) which contains the electromagnetic eigenvector components that relate the EM wavefield amplitudes to the tangential magnetical and electrical wavefields in the upper halfspace (air). Where the superscript 1 denotes the first layer, 0 the halfspace above the free surface, and 'f denotes eigenvector components relating to the down or up going wavefields.
[ ±2iw"",,G~"_+
Pi --:::r-
[c-
w:
-

It
The up and downgoing mechanical wavefield amplitudes in the first layer are the fast wave amplitudes, P11,±), the shear wave amplitudes, p~l,±), and the slow wave amplitudes, p~l,±), which can be related through the vanishing stress and fluid traction boundary conditions at the free surface.
The electromagnetic boundary conditions are the usual continuity of the magnetic, H y , and electric, Ex, components of the electromagnetic T M mode. The radiation in the space above the free surface requires the condition of no incoming EM waves from Z ---> -00, implying p~o;-) = 0, the TM wave downgoing amplitude is zero. The EM boundary conditions at the free surface are expressed as follows, 
P4
Eliminating the p~o;+) amplitude, the downgoing Tj\lI amplitude in the first layer can be expressed in terms of the upgoing TlvI and mechanical wavefield amplitudes.
with, 
Equations (82) and (84) relate the upgoing wave amplitudes to the downgoing wave amplitudes satisfying the free surface conditions. The downgoing wavefields reflected from the free surface are phase delayed to the next interface and included in the global boundary condition matrix. The obtained global matrix is identical in shape to the matrix obtained for a radiating upper halfspace. Inverting the global matrix yields only the upgoing wave amplitudes in the first layer. The downgoing wavefields are calculated using equations (82) and (84).
To include a source, the source jump conditions are transferred to the bottom interface of the source layer. Packing all the the interface condition equations together in a matrix, in the PSVTM picture a (ND -1) * 8 x (ND -1) * 8 dimensional and in the SHTE picture a (N D -1) *4 x (ND -1) * 4 dimensional "global" matrix is constructed (if the medium has two radiating halfspaces). Inverting this matrix equation obtains the amplitudes for the down and up going PSVTM or SHTE wave amplitudes.
The system that has to be solved for is, et al. (1984) show that the Thomson-Haskell method (Thomson, 1950; Haskell, 1953) can be viewed as treating the coefficient matrix of the linear matrix of the linear system in a block diagonal form and applying a forward marching algorithm for its solution. This type of formulation is a shooting method for a two point boundary value problem. Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting yields stable solutions. To avoid time stability problems (exploding exponentials) the WM vector is multiplied with a diagonal phase matrix FIJ that cancels the potentially unstable upgoing wave phase factors.
M(nd-1;-) E(nd-1) M(nd-1;+) E(nd-1)-1 N(nd-I;-) E(nd-I) N(nd-1;+) E(nd-1)-1
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_M(nd;-) _N(nd;-)
where Ip,Q is the identity matrix. If we define WM = FMN XN, XN can be shown to satisfy,
N(';-) E(') N(';+) _N(Hl;-) _N('+l;+) E(,+l)
s..+
M(nd-l;-) E(nd-l) M(nd;+) _M(nd;-)
Q
N(nd-l;-) E(nd-l) N(nd-l;+) _N(nd;-)
Q All terms that contained exp [-iwq(m;P/,P,) L1z], exp[_iwq(m;SV,SH) L1z], exp[_iwq(m;TM,TE) L1z] are eliminated. These exponentials cause numerical instability when the wavefield goes evanescent (Dunkin, 1965; Kennett, 1983; Schmidt and Tango, 1986) .
POINT FORCES IN A PORO-ELASTIC STRATIFIED MEDIUM
To model a general source, the moment tensor in the poro-elastic medium needs to be determined. The following equation has to be evaluated when a cylindrical coordinate system is used, 
mzr mz ¢ mzz 8z
To simplify matters the explosion 50urce description will be outlined. This type of source is given by,
In component form the explosion source is given by,
The horizontal component of the explosion source using definition (20) reads,
The horizontal and vertical component of the explosion source after Hankel transform and mapping on a plane wave description reads,
• ltv
,wp
The effect of a general point source in a stratified porous medium is accommodated by specifying a jump in the displacement stress vector BJ, across a horizontal plane containing the source (Hudson, 1969; Kennett, 1983) . To obtain this jump vector, the governing pora-elastic constitutive equations, (8 ) and (9), and the Fourier transformed equations of motion with an explosive point source acting on the solid frame and pore fluid in a pora-elastic medium, point source leading to a dipolar contribution (Kennett, 1983) . This description is given by,
(2) 8
Xr(zs) = X r 6(z -zs) + X r 8z 6(z -zs).
Across the source plane itself, the stress displacement vector suffers a discontinuity in the source level with a jump,
The dipolar contributions X}1) and X}2} are taken from equation (98) and ¢(w) is the Fourier transform of the source signature ¢(t). The final jump representation of a mechanical explosive point source in a poro-elastic isotropic medium is,
TRANSFORMATION BACK TO THE SPACE TIME DOMAIN
In this section, the back transformation to the space-time domain of BJ(k,w,z), equation (69) is performed. An inverse Fourier transform is applied to go back to the time domain. An inverse Hankel transform is applied to obtain the 3D spatial dependence of the displacements, stresses, electric, and magnetic fields. The horizontal components of the displacements, stresses, electric, and magnetic fields require additional integra- (102), (103), (104) are evaluated by the discrete summation over many wavenumbers or the so-called Discrete Wavenumber Method (Bouchon and Aki, 1977) .
The discretization of the radial wavenumber k in cylindrical coordinates introduces periodicity into the source distribution. The original single source problem changes after discretization into periodic concentric sources around the original source. The periodicity of these sources or the distance between two adjacent circular sources, L, is related to the discretization interval of the wavenumber, !'>.k, by the sampling relation,
L and, therefore, !'>.k is determined by assuming a receiver located at X r = (1'0, zo) and a source at X s = (0, zs) on the symmetry axes of the medium configuration. Given the time window to record radiated waves from 0 to t max , "pseudo" waves radiated from the periodic sources are not allowed to enter this time window. This requirement is,
The sampling equation becomes now,
The above equation is the criterion for choosing the sample rate for the discrete wavenumber summation.
To perform the summation, the singularities of the integrands must be removed from the real k axes. This is done by adding a small imaginary part to the real frequency (analytic continuation into the complex plane), Le. W = WR + iw[ with w[ > O. If e iwt was used in the time to frequency transformation there would be a minus sign for the imaginary part of the frequency. The effect of complex frequency moves the singularities into the first and third quadrant of the complex k-plane. The use of complex frequency has the effect of smoothing the spectrum and enhancing the first motions relative to later arrivals. This effective attenuation is used to minimize the influence of the neighboring fictitious sources introduced by discrete k. The effect of the imaginary part of the frequency can be removed from the final time domain solution by inverse complex Fourier transform with the complex frequency with the same imaginary part used in the argument of the exponential function in the Fourier transform. The magnitude of the imaginary part is usually chosen to be,
Larger WI increases the attenuation for later arrivals, but also magnifies the numerical noise for late times. If WI is chosen too small, the attenuation may not be large enough to damp out the arrivals from the fictitious sources.
NUMERICAL ELECTROSEISMOGRAM EXAMPLES
Four different numerical models are calculated in the P SVTM wavefield picture. The first example is a 100 m thick porous sand layer sandwiched in between two identical less porous halfspaces. The fluid chemistry is the same in all three layers. The source/receiver medium configuration is depicted in Figure 3 . This example is meant to study electroseismic conversions as a result of a change in mechanical properties. Mechanical displacement seismograms and electroseismograms (TM mode components) are calculated and displayed in Figure 4 . The converted magnetic and electric field amplitude behavior as function of antenna position are discussed for amplitudes determined at three different distances from the mechanical contrast, see Figure 5 . In Figures 6 and 7, four time slice based snapshots are shown of the mechanical wavefront traversing an interface and the conversion of the mechanical wavefield into the electromagnetic T M mode components.
The second example studies the effect of a change in fluid salinity, which only affects the medium's electrical properties, on the conversion to electromagnetic waves. The source/receiver medium configuration is depicted in Figure 8 . The mechanical displacement seismograms and electroseismograms (TM components) are calculated and displayed in Figure 9 . The converted magnetic and electric field amplitude behavior as function of antenna position at three different distances from the electrical contrast are shown in Figure 10 . The four snapshots, Figures 11 and 12 in time are calculated to trace in time the converted T M wavefield pattern generated by a mechanical wavefront traversing the electrical contrast.
The last two examples show the electroseismic effect in a Vertical Electroseismic Profiling (VESP) setting. The seismic source is located in the upper halfspace and the recording geophone/antennas are positioned vertically crossing two mechanical contrasts in the first VESP example ( Figure 13 ) and an additional electrical contrast in the second VESP example (Figure 15) .
The modeled mechanical source in all examples is a mechanical explosion source. To model true amplitudes, the diagonal elements in the seismic moment matrix, equation In the numerical calculation m = 4.4 x 10 6 J is used, corresponding to C = 1Kg, a = 1m, KG = 10 9 Pa and, = 10-3 .
The Electroseismic Conversion at Mechanical Contrasts
An explosion source is positioned 100 m above the first mechanical contrast in the upper halfspace. Fifteen receivers are positioned symmetrically in a straight horizontal line at both sides of the source 95 m above the interface. The receiver spacing is 10 m. The medium parameters of the two halfspaces and the 100 m thick sand layer are given in Table 1 . Based on these medium properties the mechanical fast wave, slow wave, shear wave, and electromagnetic T M wave velocities are calculated. The complex velocities and calculated bulk conductivities are given in Table II . A slow wave and T M wave velocity range is given since these two wave phenomena are diffusive.
When an explosion source is set off, only P waves are generated in an isotropic poroelastic medium. Numerically the 8 x 1 displacement-stress-EM wavefield component vector is calculated at each geophone/antenna position. In Figure 4 only the mechanical displacement seismograms (u z and U x components) and the electroseismograms (TM mode components) are shown. All plots are seismogram scaled. The amplitudes of the first 40 msec in the Ex and H y electroseismograms are multiplied by a factor 50 to enhance the electroseismic converted field generated at the first interface.
At the mechanical contrast, the P wave reflects as a P wave, a converted SV wave, and a converted T M wave. The direct wave is omitted in all seismograms. The mechanical seismograms show the P P reflection and P SV conversion generated at the top and bottom of the thick sand layer. The converted TM wavefleld components show up at all antennas at approximately half the two way P wave traveltime for normal incidence reflection. Since the T M wavefield velocity is at least two orders of magnitude faster than the P wavefield (Table II) , the traveltime spent by the T M waves in traveling upward to the antennas is negligable and the total two way traveltime appears to coincide with the one way traveltime of the incoming P wave at normal incidence reflection. The hyperbolas arriving at a later time in the Ex and H y electroseismograms have the same traveltime as the P P reflection (compare the mechanical seismogram with the Ex electroseismogram in Figure 4 and the same traveltime as the P SV conversion (compare mechanical seismogram with the H y electroseismogram), respectively.
In the first case, the compressional waves traveling through a homogeneous porous medium cause pressure gradients which cause the charge to separate. This induces 13-23 within the seismic pulse a system of electric fields that travel with the compressional wave speed. As explained before, the seismic pulse doesn't radiate electromagnetic fields away from the pulse. Therefore, when the reflected P wave pulse passes the antennas, an electric field is registered inside the P wave pulse. In the second case the vertical polarized rotational mechanical waves traveling through a homogeneous porous medium cause grain accelerations, setting up current sheets. This induces within the seismic pulse magnetic fields that travel with rotational mechanical wave speed. Therefore, when the converted SV wave pulse passes the antennas, a magnetic field is recorded inside the SV wave pulse. The electric and magnetic field strengths in the seismic pulse are in this case larger than the converted T M wavefield components strengths. The Ex hyperbolas arriving after the electroseismic conversion are associated with the electric fields inside the P wave pulse traveling with fast wave velocity. While the H y hyperbolas arriving after the electroseismic conversion are associated with the magnetic fields inside the SV wave pulse traveling with S wavespeed velocity. The T M conversions from the bottom mechanical contrast have amplitudes which are too small to be identified in the electroseismogram with the scaling used.
In Figure 5 , the converted electric and magnetic absolute field amplitudes versus antenna offsets are shown at 20, 50 and 95 m from the interface. The field amplitude at each antenna position is determined by calculating a root mean square amplitude inside an estimated pulse window in the time domain. The converted T M wavefield, driven by the seismic pulse frequency, is diffusive, the real and imaginary parts of the T M velocity are almost equal, and therefore the largest signals are measured by antennas closest to the interface. The frequency content of the electromagnetic field is the same as the frequency content of the incident seismic wave. Since we are in the, :, >> 1, conducting medium regime, we can find a skindepth 6 = Jw;oa' with /Lo = 41f X 10-7 (Kong, 1990, p. 60), the permeability of the medium. If the propagation distance is much less than the skindepth, the near field of the radiating interface, then the frequency content in the mechanical and electromagnetic field are the same. The increase in amplitude with increasing source-antenna offset and a later decay in amplitude with offset show similarities with amplitudes that would be recorded if the interface was replaced by a seismically induced electric dipole right under the source.
To investigate the T M wavefield conversions in more detail, snapshots in time are calculated around the first mechanical contrast. In Figures 6 and 7 , four successive time snapshots are displayed, showing the mechanical U z wavefield component, the top figure, the electromagnetic H y component, the middle figure, and the electromagnetic Ex component, bottom figure at 26.6 msec, 28.9 msec, 30.5 msec and 32.0 msec after the shot, respectively. The wavefields are determined at 120 by 60 receiver/antenna positions. The receiver/antenna spacings are 1 m in the horizontal direction and 3 m in the vertical direction. At t = 26.6 msec, the Ricker wavelet (Hosken, 1988) front has reached the interface at -90 m (Figure 6 , left column). The t = 26.6 msec snapshot displaying the magnetic field component of the T M mode shows, with a position centered under the seismic source at distance 60 m, an amplitude radiation pattern of an [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] equivalent magnetic current loop with field lines pointing at one side into the paper and at the other side out of the paper. The magnetic field diffuses with large velocity away from the interface. The t = 26.6 msec snapshot displaying the electric field component of the TJvI mode shows an amplitude radiation pattern of an electric dipole, positioned right under the seismic source at a distance 60 m. The largest electric fields are associated with the field inside the P wave pulse. At later times, when a larger part of the seismic pulse has traversed the interface, the magnetic current loop diameter increases and the T IvI wavespeed differences above and below the interface becomes visible. The current system imbalances across the interface change in direction in accordance with the pulse polarity, the magnetic and electric field polarities flip accordingly. The last two snapshots show complex patterns of mechanical field convergences into electromagnetic fields. More than one magnetic current loops appear with alternating field line directions and the inner loop diameter increases. Also more electric dipoles with opposite "dipole type moments" appear there where the wavefront passes. The combined Ex and H y amplitude pattern away from the interface has a predominant effective electrical dipole character, or its dual, an effective magnetic current loop character away from the interface. In both cases the amplitudes decay fast with traveled distance.
The Electroseismic Conversion at Electrical Contrasts
The explosion source is again positioned 100 m above an electrical contrast in the upper halfspace. Fifteen receivers are positioned symmetrically in a straight horizontal line at both sides of the source 95 m above the interface to record the reflection from the contrast and 95 m below the interface to record the transmissions through the contrast. The receiver spacing is 10 m. The medium input parameters describing the two haifspaces are given in Table 1 . The calculated medium velocities and bulk conductivities based on the medium parameters listed in Table I are shown in Table III .
In Figure 9 , the mechanical displacement seismograms (u z and U x components) and the electroseismograms (TM mode components) are shown. All four plots are seismogram scaled. At the electrical contrast the P wave reflects only as converted T M waves. Since there is no mechanical contrast, the P wave does not reflect or convert into shear waves. The mechanical U x and U z seismograms show the transmitted wavefields through the electrical contrast at the geophones 95 m below the interface which are essentially the direct P wavefield from the explosion source in the upper halfspace. The T lvI wavefield components are recorded at antennas at approximately the one way P wave traveltime from source to interface. Since the direct wave in the upper haifspace is omitted, the Ex wavefield seismogram does not show induced electric fields within the seismic pulse that travel with the compressional wave speed.
In Figure 10 , the converted electric and magnetic absolute field amplitudes versus antenna offsets are shown at 20, 50 and 95 m from the interface. An increase in amplitude with increasing source-antenna offset up to a global maximum is observed. When the source-antenna offset is further increased, the amplitudes decrease monotonically. The amplitude pattern shows similarities with amplitudes that would be recorded if the [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] interface had been replaced by a seismically induced electric dipole or magnetic loop centered right under the seismic source. If Figures 5 and 10 are compared, the field amplitude curves have similar shape. The amplitudes, however, are a factor 10 bigger for the converted T!VI mode generated at the electrical contrast when compared to the converted T JVI mode amplitudes converted at the electrical contrast.
In Figures 11 and 12 , four successive snapshots in time are displayed, showing the mechanical U z wavefield component, top figure, the electromagnetic H y component, middle figure, and the electromagnetic Ex component, bottom figure at 26.6 msec, 28.9 msec, 30.5 msec and 32.0 msec after the shot, respectively. The number of geophones/receivers and their spacings in horizontal and vertical directions are identical to the mechanical contrast case. The top halfspace has a salinity of 1.0 mol/l and the lower halfspace has a salinity of 0.001 mol/I. This results in a larger conductivity and lower electromagnetic wavefield velocity in the upper halfspace than in the lower halfspace (Table III) . Therefore, the electric fields within the incoming seismic P wave pulse are small in amplitude when compared to the electric fields within the mechanical P wave in the lower halfspace. This amplitude behavior can be clearly observed in the electromagnetic Ex component snapshots. Tracing the transient TM component wavefield pattern fronts in Figures 11 and 12 , the T M wavefield velocity difference in both halfspaces is evident. The complex convergence patterns from mechanical wavefield into electromagnetic T M fields are similar to the patterns observed around the mechanical contrasts (compare Figures 6 and 7 with 11 and 12 ). The resultant Ex and H y amplitude pattern away from the interface has again a predominant effective electrical dipole character or its dual an effective magnetic current loop character which are centered under the source at the contrast's depth. The amplitudes of the T M mode transients decay rapidly with traveled distance.
Vertical Eleetroseismic Profiling (VESP)
The converted T M mode amplitude behavior with distance, discussed when the surface electroseismic calculations were discussed, suggests that the VESP geometry setting can be an important one. Since with this technique the antennas are positioned close to the target of interest, larger converted electromagnetic signals can be recorded before they become too attenuated with distance. With the VESP technique the electroseismic method can be applied to targets, electrical and/or mechanical contrasts, at greater depths.
The first VESP example is a three layer model with the first interface at 300 m depth and the second interface at 400 m depth. The first receiver/antenna is positioned at a horizontal offset of 50 m and a depth of 155 m. The receiver/antenna depth spacing is 10 m. The medium description with its most important electroseismic medium parameters is shown in Figure 13 . In Figure 14 , the numerically calculated VESP's are shown. The top plot is the mechanical displacement response, and the middle and bottom plots show the Ex and H y TM mode components, respectively. The top VESP in Figure 14 shows the P wave reflections and converted SV wave reflection at the top and bottom interface of the "sand reservoir." The direct P wave in the top halfspace is omitted. The other two vertical electroseismic profiles show the converted Til1 mode components at the two contrasts. The converted T!vI wavefield components show up at all antennas at virtually the same time. The high electrical conductivity in the middle layer attenuates the electric field amplitudes completely. The later arrivals in the Ex VESP are electric fields within the seismic pulse that travel with the compressional wave speed. The H y component VESP shows the fast decay of the converted electroseismic fields with distance. The converted H y component of the T!vI mode is much larger in amplitude than the induced magnetic fields inside the SV wave pulse. The main reason is the close antenna position to the target of interest.
The last numerical example has a new electrical contrast added to the previous model, see Figure 15 . The 100 m thick "reservoir sand" is now divided into two sands with identical mechanical properties saturated with two fluids of different salinity. In Figure 16 , the calculated VESP's are shown. The mechanical displacement response is identical to the previous calculation without the electrical contrast. But the T lvI mode component VESP's are modified with an extra electroseismic conversion at the electrical contrast.
CONCLUSIONS
A global matrix method is described which solves the macroscopic governing equations controlling the coupled electromagnetics and acoustics of porous media numerically in layered poro-elastic media driven by arbitrary seismic point sources. The coupled equations decouple into a PSVTlvI and a SHTE picture. The induced current motion plane determines to which electromagnetic mode the mechanical waves are coupled. Seismic motion which generates relative flow, induces a "streaming" electrical current due to cation motion. The driving force for the relative flow is a combination of pressure gradients set up by the peaks and throughs of a compressional wave and by grain accelerations. The relative flow and therefore current can be both due to compressional and shear waves.
Compressional waves traveling through homogeneous porous medium cause pressure gradients which cause the charge to separate. This induces within the seismic pulse a system of electric fields that travel with the compressional wavespeed. Rotational waves traveling through a homogeneous porous medium cause grain accelerations and set up current sheets. This induces within the seismic pulse magnetic fields that travel with the rotational wavespeed. Therefore, when the seismic pulse passes an antenna, an electric field is recorded inside the P wave pulse and a magnetic field is recorded inside the 5 wave pulse. The seismic pulse doesn't radiate electromagnetic waves away from the pulse.
Radiating electromagnetic wavefields are converted from seismic waves, however, when contrasts in mechanical and/or electrical properties are traversed. The principal features of the converted electromagnetic signals are: (1) contacts all antennas at ap-proximately the same time; (2) arrives at the antennas at half of the seismic traveltime at normal incidence reflected P waves; and (3) changes sign on opposite sides of the shot. The frequency content of the converted electromagnetic field has the same frequency content of the driving incident seismic pulse, as long as the propagation distances are much less than the electromagnetic skin depth.
Root mean square converted electromagnetic amplitudes versus seismic point Sourceantenna offset are calculated for a mechanical porosity contrast and an electrical, salinity contrast at different depths. The amplitude curves are similar in shape, first a strong increase in amplitude to a global maximum is observed with increasing antenna offset and next a monotonic decrease in amplitude with increasing antenna offset. The amplitudes decrease rapidly with traveled distance.
Four snapshots in time show the wavefield there where the seismic wavefront passes the interface creating current imbalances across the interface. Equivalent sources can be identified with the conversion to electromagnetic waves. A magnetic current loop can be identified with the H y component snapshots and electric current dipoles can be identified with the Ex snapshots. The total conversion to electromagnetic waves can be either represented by an effective current dipole or an effective magnetic loop since they are each others dual. The T M component amplitude radiation patterns recorded at some distance from the interface show similarities with the wavefield that would be obtained if the interface was replaced by an equivalent electric dipole or magnetic current loop positioned right beneath the seismic source at the contrast's depth. The amplitude versus offset results and the electroseismograms confirm such an effective conversion right beneath the source. The VESP modeling shows the rapid decay of the converted electroseismic signals with distance. The antennas close to the target of interest show larger amplitudes in the converted signal than electromagnetic signals inside the seismic pulse. With increasing distance to the antenna, the electromagnetic signal inside the seismic pulse totally dominates the converted fields in the electroseismograms. (k,[Pa)) 3.6 x 10 10 3.6 X 10 10 3.6 X 10 10 3.6 X 10 10 bulk modulus fluid (kf[Pa)) 2.2 x 10 9 2.2 X 10 9 2.2 X 10 9 2.2 X 10 9 frame bulk modulus (kfr[Pa)) 9.9 x 10 9 9.9 X 10 9 9.9 X 10 9 9.9 X 10 9 frame shear modulus (gfr[Pa)) 9.0 X 10 9 9.0 X 10 9 9.0 X 10 9 9.0 X 10 9 fluid viscosity (1)[Pas)) ol-r+rmin-ttffl-rrl1~tffl';:;:".,..,.., 
